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Abstract. In this note, we present an efficient method of calculating sep-
arating invariants for vector invariants in the modular case which fills a gap
for polynomial invariants over a field of relatively small size.
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1. Introduction

Let G be a finite group acting on an n-dimensional vector space V over a
field F of characteristic p > 0 which is algebraic over prime field. We denote
the ring of regular functions on V by F[V ], i.e., if {x1, . . . , xn} is a basis for the
dual space V ∗ then F[V ] = F[x1, . . . , xn] is the polynomial ring in n variables.

A word of caution is needed here: We regard functions on V ⊗F in order to
distinguish, for example xq and x on V = Fn where F is a finite field with q = pν

elements and F is the algebraic closure of F. A simple solution is generally to
identify F[V ] with the symmetric algebra S(V ∗). After determining a basis for
V ∗, we can safely work on the polynomial ring F[x1, . . . , xn].

The ring of invariants of G is defined as

F[V ]G = {f ∈ F[V ] | g(f) = f ∀g ∈ G},
where the action of G on F[V ] is induced by the action of G on V, given
explicitly as g(f)(v) = f(g−1(v)), for g ∈ G. For the sake of simplicity, we will
denote the invariant ring by A = F[V ]G throughout the paper.

It is well-known that A is finitely generated as an algebra and moreover the
degree of generators is bounded from above by |G| whenever char(F) - |G|.
This case is known as non-modular case. In the modular case, where |G| = 0
in F, the generating set is generally not well-behaved. There is no priori upper
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bound for the degree of generators which only depends on G. Moreover, A is
mostly not Cohen-Macaulay in the modular case, providing a strong evidence
for the structural complexity of the modular invariant rings.

In 2002, Derksen and Kemper [3] introduced a separating set as an alterna-
tive tool to a generating set.

Definition 1 (Separating Set). A subset S ⊂ A is said to be a separating set
if for all u, v ∈ V if there exists f ∈ A such that f(u) 6= f(v) then there exists

f̃ ∈ S such that f̃(u) 6= f̃(v).

Separating sets have been extensively studied after being introduced, and
became a popular research topic in the theory of polynomial invariants. Some
of articles can be cited as [4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15] and references cited
in these articles.

It is known that separating sets are well-behaved when compared to generat-
ing sets. We will summarize some of important known results about separating
sets:

• There always exists a finite separating set. [3]
• For finite groups, there exists a separating set consisting of invariants

of degree at most |G|. [3]
• (Cheap) Polarizations of a separating set of one copy of a representa-

tion give a separating set for vector invariants if the ground field has
sufficiently many elements, or the original separating set is a generating
set (as an algebra). [5]
• The restriction on the field size cannot be removed (even in nonmodular

case). [6]
• Trivial polarizations work for any separating set if we start with enough

many copies of the representations. [4]

This paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we will introduce the
vector invariants. Results about vector invariants are generally called as First
Fundamental Theorem of the given representation. In the third section, we
will describe tools to achieve the main result. The following section is devoted
to the main result of the paper. Finally, in the last section, we will compare
our results with previously known results.

2. Vector Invariants

Let m be a positive integer, and W = V ⊕· · ·⊕V vector space consisting of m
copies of V. The action of G on V can be extended to W diagonally. Explicitly,
the action of G on W can be given as g(v1, . . . , vm) := (g(v1), . . . , g(vm)). The
main problem here is to find invariant ring F[W ]G, and if possible, in terms of
F[V ]G.

Vector invariants are generally used as a tool to show how a particular
property of an invariant ring is well-behaved or wildly-behaved. As an ex-
ample, Weyl’s theorem [16, Theorem 2.5.A] shows that generating sets are
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well-behaved vector invariants in characteristic 0 and Richman’s theorem [13]
shows that beta-number of vector invariants is wildly-behaved in modular case
over finite fields.

We are mainly interested in the modular case. The main reason for dealing
with the modular case is that, actually, any generating set is also a separating
set. Moreover, polarizations of generating sets provide separating sets (see [5]).
But finding generating sets in the modular case is mostly infeasible. So, we
need an alternative approach to find separating sets for vector invariants.

Remark 2. Draisma et.al. also provide a method for finding separating in-
variants (see [5]). Namely, if S ⊂ F[V ]G is a separating set and F has at least
(n− 1)|G| elements, then polarization of S is a separating set for F[W ]G. Al-
though this result is remarkable, it does not give any separating set for the
most simple cases. For example, if F is the prime field with p elements, then
G should have at least p elements in the modular case, therefore, the only
case that the result can be applied is where n = dimV = 2. But the whole
invariant ring Fp[V m

2 ]Cp is completely known, where G = Cp is the cyclic group
of order p and V m

2 is the direct sum of m-copies of 2-dimensional vector space
V = V2 = F2. (See, for example, [2, pp.23-24].)

Remark 3. The restriction on the field size of the above mentioned result
cannot be removed. The next example is from [6]. We include it here for the
convenience of the reader.

Example 4 (Dufresne’s counter example). Consider the action of C3 on V2 =
F2
2 afforded by

1 7→
[
1 1
1 0

]
.

The invariant ring is generated by 3 polynomials, say f1, f2, f3, 1 of degree 2
and 2 of degree 3. Moreover, each of these generators constitute a set of single
element which separates A = F2[V2]

C3 .
Since we are looking for a simple (and hence of minimal degree) separating

set, we consider S = {f1} = {x2 + xy + y2}. But Pol(S) = {x21 + x1y1 +
y22, x1y2 + y1x2, x

2
2 + x2y2 + y22} is no more a separating set for F2[2V2]

C3 . (See
[6] for details.)

This example is also remarkable for being an example in the non-modular
case, showing difficulties of working over positive characteristics.

3. Polarizations and Separating Invariants

Existence of a separating set for any invariant ring (of a finite group) is
guaranteed by the following theorem of Derksen and Kemper:

Theorem 5 (c.f. Theorem 3.9.13 in [3]). Let

(1) F (T, U1, . . . , Un) =
∏
g∈G

(
T −

n∑
j=1

g(xj)Uj

)
∈ F[V ]G[T, U1, . . . , Un].
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Then the coefficients of F (as a polynomial in T, U1, . . . , Un) form a separating
set.

Polarization of a function provides a passage from F[V ] to F[W ] (recall that
W = V ⊕ · · · ⊕ V, or in short W = V m). Let f(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ F[V ] be a
polynomial. Then define

Φ(f) = f
( m∑
i=1

xi,1λi, . . . ,

m∑
i=1

xi,nλi
)

=
∑

f(d1,...,dm)(xi,j)λ
d1
1 · · ·λdmm ,

where the last sum if over nonnegative exponent sequence (d1, . . . , dm) ∈ Nm
0 .

Polarization of f is the set of coefficients of Φ(f) as a polynomial in λi’s:

Pol(f) = {f(d1,...,dm) | f(d1,...,dm) appears in Φ(f)}.

Cheap polarization is defined analogously:

Ψ(f) = f
( m∑
i=1

xi,1λ
i−1, . . . ,

m∑
i=1

xi,nλ
i−1) =

∑
d≥0

fd(xi,j)λ
d,

and

Polcheap(f) = {fd | fd appears in Ψ(f)}.
We will illustrate the above definitions with an example:

Example 6. Let f(x, y) = xy ∈ F[V2] be a symmetric polynomial. If we take
m = 3, then

Pol(f) = {x1y1, x2y2, x3y3, x1y2 + x2y1, x1y3 + x3y1, x2y3 + x3y2, }

is the set of multi-symmetric polynomials. Moreover,

Polcheap(f) = {x1y1, x1y2 + x2y1, x2y2 + x1y3 + x3y1, x2y3 + x3y2, x3y3}.

Note that, the polarized polynomials x2y2 and x1y3 + x3y1 do not belong to
Polcheap but their sum does.

Remark 7. The following modification of the auxiliary function F (T, U1, . . . , Un)
defined in (1) also gives a separating set (see [5] for details):

(2) F̃ (T, U) =
∏
g∈G

(
T −

n∑
j=1

g(xj)U
j−1
)
∈ F[V ]G[T, U ].

Note that the analogy between (1) and (2) is the same analogy between Pol
and Polcheap.

4. Main Result

As has been mentioned in Remark 2, to our knowledge, no optimized way
of finding a separating set for invariant rings over fields of small size in the
modular case exists. It is our aim here in this section to fill this gap.
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4.1. Notations: Throughout the rest of this paper, let F[V ] = F[x1, . . . , xn],
and W = V ⊕ · · · ⊕ V direct sum of m-copies of V , with polynomial algebra
F[W ] = F[x1,1, . . . , x1,n, · · · , xm,1, . . . , xm,n]. Moreover, let G ≤ GL(V ) and the
action of G is extended to W diagonally, as defined before. We will consider the
modular case where |G| 6∈ F×, but the result is also valid for any characteristic.

Let A be an F-algebra (in our paper, A is either F[V ]G or F[W ]G, depending
on the context) and X1, . . . , Xk be new indeterminates (or equivalently some
transcendental elements over A). Then for any F ∈ A[X1, . . . , Xk], we will
denote the set of coefficients of F (as a polynomial in X1, X2, . . . , Xk) by
Coeffs(F ) (in what follows, Xi’s will be either T or U ’s, or λ’s).

Proposition 8. With the notations defined above, let

(3) F̃m(T, U) =
∏
g∈G

(
T −

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

g(xi,j)U
(i−1)n+j−1

)
.

Then Coeffs(F̃m) is a separating set for F[W ]G.

Proof. The result follows by applying the result mentioned in Remark 7. We
direct the reader to [5, c.f. Lemma 2.1] for details. �

Remark 9. The proposition is also valid if we use an alternative form

(4) Fm(T, Ũ1, . . . , Ũm) =
∏
g∈G

(T −
m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

g(xi,j)Ũ
j−1
i ).

The proof for this alternative form is mostly the same but requires more de-
tailed calculations. For the sake of simplicity, we omit the details here and
continue our note only by considering the results obtained through the poly-
nomial introduced in equation (3). One final comment here is necessary: U ’s

have been denoted on purpose by Ũi to distinguish them from their previous
usage. Their previous usage (see (1)) reveals a characteristic property of the
representation V and hence there were only n = dimV of them. Here, we

have m of Ũi’s and we are trying to observe some characteristics of diagonal
representation W = V m, where dimW = mn 6= m.

An important observation about these auxiliary polynomials is that the

degree of F̃m is (mn − 1)|G| in 2 variables, and the degree of Fm is (n −
1)|G| in m + 1 variables. That means, both auxiliary polynomials F̃m(T, U)

and Fm(T, Ũ1, . . . , Ũm) requires calculating approximately nm|G| terms. This
process can be cumbersome, especially when m is large enough even |G| and
n are small. /

Theorem 10 (Main Result). With the notations of this section, let S =

Coeffs(F̃ (T, U)). Then, Pol(S) is a separating set for F[W ]G.

In order to prove this result, we need a technical result:

Lemma 11. Coeffs(F̃m(T, U)) = Coeffs(Pol(F̃ (T, U))).
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Proof. Note that

Pol(F̃ (T, U)) = Pol
(∏
g∈G

(
T −

n∑
j=1

g(xj)U
j−1))

= Coeffs
(∏
g∈G

(
T −

n∑
j=1

g(
m∑
i=1

xi,jλi)U
j−1))

= Coeffs
(∏
g∈G

(
T −

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

g(xi,j)λiU
j−1))(?)

Now, lets specialize (?) at λi = U (i−1)n which actually provides an injective
map between terms of given polynomials. Hence, the proof is completed. �

Proof of Main Theorem. The proof now follows from Proposition 8 by com-
bining with the result of the above Lemma. �

5. Concluding Remarks

It is important to note that Pol(−) always gives a separating set for vector
invariants if we begin with a “nice” set.

In the nonmodular case, one may begin with a generating set (for degree
considerations) if it is easier to find it first. But especially for the modular
case, finding these generators is much more difficult. Separating invariants
were mainly introduced to ease this difficulty.

Thus, our result allows to construct a separating set for vector invariants
without any priori knowledge. First, we obtain a separating set for F[V ]G and
then extend it to F[W ]G. Though, it might not be the optimum set but it is
easier to compute and fills the mentioned gap in [5].

It has been recently announced (see [11]) that for any p-group G, βsep =
|G|. Thus, any separating set should contain an invariant of degree |G|. It is
unavoidable. Our separating set also attains this bound, and moreover, the
separating has no invariants of larger degree. From this point of view, our
separating set for vector invariants is optimal.
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